Welcome to Local Contexts!

**Message to the Local Contexts Community**

Hello, friends. We hope you are well. For the past year and a half, we have implemented Labels, Notices, and other updates to the newsletter platform, including a feature for multilanguage content.

We are allowing our users to opt in and opt out of receiving this email, so please let us know if you would like to continue receiving it.

As we review our metrics and the feedback we've received, we are considering how to improve the newsletter for our subscribers. We believe that Labels, Notices, and other updates to the newsletter platform will allow us to better tailor the content to your interests.

- The Local Contexts Team

**Join Our Team!**

Local Contexts is seeking candidates for two positions. We are hiring for a Knowledge Labels and Notices Team Leader and for a Development Coordinator. We welcome applications from candidates with a background in knowledge management, digital humanities, or related fields.

To learn more about these positions and to apply, please visit our website.

**Labels & Notices in Use**

"What livestas TK Labels in various apps?"

What best practices for Labels in various apps? Our team has been working on implementing Labels in our newsletter platform to improve the user experience. We have learned a few things about how people use Labels, and we think that this can be helpful for others as well.

- Leanne Wilson

**Hub & API Updates**

"Hub and API updates also provide a useful tool to continue to develop the Hub into a platform for shared knowledge."

The Local Contexts API is a platform for sharing knowledge and resources with other institutions. We are working on improving the API to make it easier to use and more useful for our community.

- The Local Contexts Team

**Upcoming Events**

**July 2023**

- July 11 Local Contexts Summit: Northern Summer/Southern Winter 2023
- July 12 Local Contexts Summit: Northern Summer/Southern Winter 2023

**September 2023**

- September 11-13 Local Contexts Summit: Supporting Indigenous Knowledge and the Local Contexts Hub

**October 2023**

- October 10-12 Local Contexts Summit: Supporting Indigenous Knowledge and the Local Contexts Hub
- October 12-14 Local Contexts Summit: Supporting Indigenous Knowledge and the Local Contexts Hub

**November 2023**

- November 9-11 Local Contexts Summit: Supporting Indigenous Knowledge and the Local Contexts Hub

- Local Contexts Summit: Supporting Indigenous Knowledge and the Local Contexts Hub

- Local Contexts Summit: Supporting Indigenous Knowledge and the Local Contexts Hub

Please get in touch with us if you would like to know more about these events or other opportunities.

Learn More

**Contact Us**

Have you implemented Labels in your own work? Let us know by sending an email to Leanne Wilson (lwilson@localcontexts.org) or by visiting our website to learn more about our work.

Learn More